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Ecclesiastes 
An Overview 

I. A wisdom book by the wisest of men. 

A. The author is traditionally seen as Solomon, (c. 1000 BC) 

1. Qoheleth = Assembly man, Greek “Ecclesiastes” from the LXX.  1:1, 2, 12 

2. The title fits Solomon, the profile fits Solomon, Jewish tradition sees it as Solomon, 

the text makes good sense as seen from Solomon’s pen. 

a) Though many scholars deny Solomonic authorship based on linguistics, seeing 

Qoheleth as a later author using the Solomonic ethos to write wisdom. 
 

B. Biblical wisdom literature is about being human and belonging to God. 

1. Wisdom literature deals with the whole range of human emotions and issues in 

order to help us live well. 

2. It is usually in clusters of proverbs, or short discussions of practical topics. 
 

C. Yet, even in wisdom literature Ecclesiastes is unique.  

1. It is very existentialist, postmodern, radically skeptical. 
 

II. A skeptic’s look at life’s real meaning. 

A. The subject is wisdom but it arrives through the back door—through refuting the 

simplistic views of life that traditional wisdom held. 

1. Traditional wisdom said that if you’re good, good things will happen. 

a) This was Job’s friends’ view. Straight moralistic legalism. 

2. Qoheleth is a skeptic—finding out what works by looking at what doesn’t.  

a) And as it turns out, nothing in this age actually does make total sense. 
 

“Qoheleth …sought to use traditional tools of wisdom to refute and revise its traditional 

conclusions. Like Job, he protested the easy generalizations with which his fellow teachers taught 

their pupils to be successful. They had oversimplified life and its rules so as to mislead and 

frustrate their followers. Their observations seemed superficial and their counsel thin in a world 

beset by injustice, toil, and death.” (Sanford, La Sor, and Hubbard, Old Testament Survey, 

Eerdmans, 1990, p.589) 

 

III. Two themes predominate: 

A. Everything in this age is ________________ 1:2; 12:8 

1. Vanity = hebel = vapor, breath, nothingness.  No Substance ... Term used some 40 

times in the book 

a) Fog appears to be something, but when you try to grab it, it is nothing. 
 

 

B. Because life _______________________________ doesn’t make sense on its own 

terms.  1:14; 8:16-17   

1. Under the sun (27 times) refers to life in this age, without reference to God, heaven, 

or the next age. Though Qoheleth did believe in God. 

2. If there is any ultimate meaning to life, it will not be found here in this age. 



  

 

IV. All efforts to ___________________________________________ are doomed to failure. 

A. Five favorite idols exposed in Ecclesiastes.  
 

1. _______________________________________ 1:12-18. 2:12-17. 

a) 3:1-11. We see endless patterns over which we have no control, but we don’t 

know where we fit into them. Eternity in our hearts, but confusion . (3:10) 
 

2. _______________________________________. 2:1-11 

a) Unrestrained pursuit of personal fulfillment.  

b) Even the exhortations to enjoy life here and now are concessions, not 

statements of ultimate spiritual wisdom. 5:18-20; 9:7-10 
 

3. ________________________________________ 5:10-17. 

a) It is like drinking salt water for thirst. 

b) 6:1-2. Wealth without the ability to enjoy it. 
 

4. ________________________________________ 2:18-23. 

a) All my achievement is left behind here. 
 

5. _______________________________________. 3:16-22 

a) Why bother? Everybody dies in the end. 

b) Note: our secular world assumes that we must wipe out poverty, injustice, war, 

and prejudice. Why? If there is no God and life is all and only about this age 

and we cease to exist when we die, what is the purpose of human justice or 

altruism? Only if there is a God does justice make sense. 

B. One ultimate Truth revealed in Ecclesiastes. 12:1-13 
 

1. _______________________________________________________________. 

a) Start fearing the Lord as early as possible. 1-8 

b) Wisdom is good, but God will judge everybody.9-14 
 

2. Yet, ___________________________________________________________ 
 

V. What did Jesus look forward to? Matt 19:28.  

A. Not much in this age, yet he lived __________________________________________. 
 

1. He was radically committed to bringing healing, shalom, and blessing here, 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Paul clarifies it Rom.8:18-25.  
 

B. Jesus is the ___________________________________________________________.  

1. He experienced the ultimate futility, emptiness, vanity, on the cross (Quoting 

Ps.22.), so that we could have ultimate fulfillment. (2 Cor.5:21; Gal.3:13) 

2. He joined the justice of God with the mercy of God at the cross, so that we could be 

forgiven and given credit for following all God’s commands. (Rom.3:20-28) 

3. He gathers a people that will receive credit for walking with God in the darkness of 

this age, keeping his commands and receiving his righteousness. (Matt.16:13-20) 

C. The gospel is the __________________________________________________ and 

Ecclesiastes points directly to it ____________________________. 


